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What may be the most reliable manuscript copy of the algebra of Master Dardi of Pisa has 
recently (1986) entered the public domain. This article describes the character and contents 
of the codex containing the copy. As such it complements an earlier article, “The Algebra of 
Master Dardi of Piss,” by Warren Van Egmond (Historiu Mathematics 10 (1983), 399-421) 
which for the most part discusses the algebraic content of Dardi’s text in other manuscripts. 
Attention here is paid to the author, scribe, and dating of the codex, mathematical expres- 
sions found therein, and the possibility that this codex was used by Mordecai Finzi for his 
translation of Dardi’s algebra into Hebrew. o 1987 Academic PXSS. IIIC. 
Die vielleicht zuverliissigste Handschriftenkopie der Algebra des Meister Dardi aus Pisa 
wurde jtingst (1986) allgemein zuganglich. Der Aufsatz beschreibt den Charakter und die 
Inhahe des Kodex, der die Kopie enthalt. Insoweit erginzt er einen frtiheren Aufsatz, “The 
Algebra of Master Dardi of Pisa,” von Warren van Egmond (Historia Mathematics 10 
(1983), 399-421), der gri%tenteils den algebraischen Inhalt von Dardis Text in anderen 
Handschriften erortert. Hier stehen der Autor im Vordergrund, der Schreiber und die Da- 
tierung des Kodex, die darin auftretenden mathematischen Ausdrticke und Moglichkeit, daR 
dieser Kodex von Mordecai Finzi fur seine ijbersetzung von Dardis Algebra ins Hebraische 
benutzt wurde. 8 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
Le manuscrit, qui est peut-&tre la copie manuscrite la plus sure de l’algebre du maitre Dardi 
de Pise, tomba recemment (1986) dam le domaine public. Cet article d&it le caracttre et le 
contenu du code contenant la copie. Sur ce point il complete un article plus ancien de 
Warren van Egmond (Historia Mathematics 10 (1983), 399-421), “The algebra of Master 
Dardi of Pisa,” qui analyse le contenu algebrique du texte de Dardi dans d’autres 
manuscrits. On s’interesse ici a I’auteur, au scribe et & la datation du code, aux expressions 
mathematiques qu’on peut y  trouver, ainsi qu’a la possibilite que ce code fut utilise par 
Mordecai Finzi pour sa traduction en hebreu de I’algtbre de Dardi 8 1987 Academic press, inc. 
AMS 1980 subject classifications: OlA35, 12-03. 
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Maestro Dardi, as yet an unidentified Italian abacist of the early 14th century, 
composed an algebra text in Italian. Titled here in the incipit as Algeblle Amuga- 
bala but elsewhere as Aliabraa-Argibra, it is “the earliest vernacular treatise 
entirely devoted to algebra” [Franci & Toti Rigatelli 1985, 361. Three Italian 
manuscript copies of this work have been identified by Warren Van Egmond 
[1984] together with a 1469 translation into Hebrew by Mordecai Finzi (Paris, 
B.N., MS Hebreu 1029, ff. 194r-234r), not to mention four other manuscripts 
containing longer or shorter passages [Franci & Toti Rigatelli 1985, 391. Van 
Egmond [1983] published a symbolic analysis of Dardi’s text of 1344 as he recon- 
structed it from three nearly identical and complete manuscripts (Vatican, Bibl. 
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Apost., Chigi M.VIII. 170, ff. lr-112r [c. 13951; Siena, Bibl. Corn., I.VII.17, ff. 
lr-1lOv [c. 14701; Florence, Bibl. Laur., Asburn. 1199, ff. lr-137r [c. 14951). 
After his article appeared, a manuscript perhaps more reliable than his resources 
came into my hands at the behest of an intermediary bookdealer who wished an 
analysis of its contents; it is now in the library of Arizona State University, 
Tempe. The importance of the manuscript arises not only from its age and reliabil- 
ity but also from the distinct possibility that Finzi used it as the exemplar for his 
translation. Before discussing this and two other significant aspects, an analysis of 
the character and contents of the entire codex is fitting. 
ANALYTIC DESCRIPTION 
The codex is newly bound in leather over boards with the leather of a much 
earlier binding glued to the front and back covers, within which are three flyleaves 
from the current binding. Part of the earlier metal clasp is attached to the back 
cover. The pages are paper with the watermark (a basilisk) much like Briquet n. 
2677. The pages were trimmed before an earlier binding; they measure 209 x 297 
mm. The script area averages 145 x 200 mm per page. The margins but not the 
lines were ruled with a stylus for a single column. There are 162 folios, each 
numbered in a later hand and averaging 3 1 lines to the full written side. The script 
is in an erect Italian chancellery hand displayed in brown ink with red capitals, 
titles, and diagrams, dated 1429. A few marginal illustrations in brown ink show a 
finger pointing to a line of the text. More important: there are at least thirty-five 
marginal notes in Hebrew written by a Mediterranean hand, for a total of some 825 
words; furthermore, the chapter numbers in the table of contents are translated 
into Hebrew in the margins. Because of the tight binding the gatherings could not 
be determined, although my comments on catchwords (below) suggest sets of five 
doubled sheets to the gathering. Finally, the algebra text lacks a title. A list of the 
entire contents of the codex follows. 
lr 
lv-3v 
4r 
7v 
8r 
23r 
28v 
astrological notes on the 12 signs of the zodiac in a contemporary Italian hand 
blank 
(a) incipit: Questa sie la nota deli 6 Capitoli abreuiadi de Algeblle Amugabala . . 
(b) line 9: summary in abbreviations of 194 types of equations, to f.  7v 
(a) line 5: conclusion of summary 
(b) line 6: table of contents of two appendixes 
(c) line 19: brief peroration on the beauty of the foregoing rules 
(a) line I: rules for multiplying with radicals; rifle-Qui de soto se comenca el modo de 
le regoie a moltiplichare per radice 
(b) lines 2-9: information on the author and date of copying of this MS 
(c) line 10: beginning of a preliminary section on operating with integers, fractions, and 
radicals; incipit-Qva se comenza le regale lequale se apertene alo moltiplichare e a 
partire per radice 
(a) line 3: conclusion of the preliminary section; explicit-. . . the venirete potasse 
(b) line 4: beginning of a synopsis of al-Khwarizmi’s Algebra: incipit-An lo tractado de 
Algeble amughabala se contiene capitoli 6 
(a) line 9: conclusion of synopsis: explicit-. viene la prima quantitade cioe 4 
(b) line IO: beginning of the set of 194 types of equations; incipit-Quando le C sono 
equale alo numero. (Note: each example has its own chapter. The chapter format is 
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the same throughout: (1) statement of the type of equation being discussed; (2) 
statement of the rule for solving it, in general terms; (3) one or more examples 
worked out in full.) 
12lr (a) line 17: conclusion of the set of 194 types: explicit-. . . e tanta Sara debita la cosa 
(b) line 18: beginning of Appendix I: solutions of 4 types of equations which cannot be 
solved by techniques used for the 194 types; fit/e-Questi sono capitoli liquali non 
sono regoladi de regole generali. incipif-Quando le C eli C eli chu eli C de C [ 11 sono 
vguali a numero 
123~ line 8: conclusion of Appendix I: explicit-. . . Rx de 2809 cioe la menor parte. The 
watermark is outlined in red ink on this folio side. 
124r-12% blank except for red-ink blotting on f. 124~ 
126r 
133r-136r 
136~ 
137r 
137v 
138r 
14lr 
14lv 
156~ 
157r,v 
158r 
158v 
159r 
16Ov 
16lr 
162r 
162~ 
beginning of Appendix II: rules for extracting square and cube roots, with examples; 
rifle-Comencia cosa chel sia prometudo duanti . . ; incipit-In’ prima mente te volgio 
mostrare la regola de trouare la Rx quara 
blank 
problem on distributing money (in a second and later hand) 
comments on a number problem rising from throwing three dice (in a later hand different 
from that on f. 136~) 
blank 
continuation of Appendix II from f. 132~ 
line .?: conclusion of Appendix II: explicit-in discreto numero second0 la soa discretio. 
The remainder of page is blank. 
series of solved problems of all kinds; noteworthy are two dice problems (f. 142r), a barrel 
problem (f. 148v), and several geometry problems (f. 155r) 
conclusion of series of solved problems 
blank 
another extraneous word problem in a later hand different from those on f. 136~ and f. 
137r 
blank 
brief tract on similar triangles in LATIN: incipit-Est sciendum quod in aspiciendo altitu- 
dinem . . . ; explicit-. . eadem est 670 productum (?) ad 24 quod est propositum. 
blank 
final appendix: incipit-Questa raxone the so te poniro qui soto sie molto piacevola e 
deficille . . . (a number problem) 
line 14: explicit-. . . a retrouame quanti tune voray. red-ink blotting from f. 161~ 
Italian note in a much later hand (19th century ?) on a medical problem; at the bottom in 
pencil: Q. Calleri Damonte, Graglia-Poiella 
Before focusing on the Dardi text, I make several additional comments about 
the codex. First, I have not found it cited in any catalog at my disposal, nor is it 
the one mentioned by Narducci [1891 I, 1, No. 11 as part of Boncompagni’s 
library. While Boncompagni’s copy seemingly has not been located, its descrip- 
tion by Narducci differs entirely from the codex at hand: 
Volume in foglio (millimetri 0,330 X 0,230), legato in cartone coperto estemamente di perga- 
mana. Di 136 carte cartacee, numerate nei recta l-136. Scritto nel Secolo XVI. 
Second, the table of contents (ff. 4r-7v) lists only the 194 types of equations (ff. 
28v-121v), Appendix I (ff. 121r-123v), and Appendix II (ff. 126r-132v and 138r- 
141r). Furthermore, there are catchwords every ten folios beginning with f. 12v, 
except on f. 162v, which is the final verso in the codex. The regular sequence 
might lead one to think that the scribe deliberately left certain intervening folios 
blank, namely ff. 124r-125v, 133r-137v. However, despite the tight binding which 
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made it impossible for me to determine the quires exactly, I find it hardly conceiv- 
able that the scribe would have inserted blank pages within Appendix II; that is, 
the catchword on f. 132~ refers clearly to the lead word on f. 138r. Hence, I 
suggest that the present sequence of folios for the first part of the codex be 
rearranged thus: ff. lr-123v, 126r-132v, 138r-141v, with the blank folios and 
additional text following in their order. 
AUTHOR, SCRIBE, AND DATING 
TWO excerpts from the manuscript identify author, scribe, date of original com- 
position, and date of this copy. The incipit on f. 4r states: 
Questa sie la nota deli 6 Capitoli abreuiadi de Algeblle (sic) Amugabala e di quelli liquali 
Maistro Dardi da [Pisa] e distinto sopra essi Ii quali sono per numero 194. 
On folio 8r we read: 
In lo nome de1 nostro Signore Jhesu Christo Quest0 libro e acopiado de uno altro libro lo 
quale fo scrito primamente de 1344 adi 6 de Nouembre e al presente quest0 libro preposito fo 
principiato a scrivere per mi [Jacomo] di [Ierushali] da [Litovilana] habitatore nela Citade de 
[Mantua] in la Contrata delo V [nicomo] apresso ala Chiesa de San Bamaba adi de sabato adi 
3 de Marzo in lo di de la Inventione de la Croxe de1 nostro Signore Jhesu Christo in lo quale se 
contignera molti e utile Regale de rasone coma in lo process0 de ditto libro se potra vedere de 
1429. 
The letters or words within brackets are obliterated in the manuscript, some by 
erasure, others by ink. They were reconstructed from Finzi’s translation 
[Steinschneider 1893, 585 n. 357b, corrected in Van Egmond 1983, 4201. Conse- 
quently, the author is identified as one Maestro Dardi of Pisa, who composed his 
text in 1344. The scribe is Jacomo di Ierushali, who copied the text in 1429, 
perhaps in Mantua. While no information about the scribe seems available, his 
work shows what are perhaps idiosyncrasies. If the space at the end of a line were 
too short for the next word, he penned X or 0; and, at the end of chapters he wrote 
either-L- or L-. As for the author: he may have been Ziio Dardi, an abacist who 
is listed in a 1346 document in the Venetian archives [Cecchetti 1886, 354; Van 
Egmond 1976,411; Toti Rigatelli 1982, 336-3371. But at the moment this is merely 
a suggestion awaiting development. 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS 
Terminology and notation in the algebra text reflect usage common to the 14th 
century. The reader finds numero for constant number, cosu for first degree 
unknown, censo for an unknown square number, chub0 for an unknown cube, 
combinations such as cen~o di censo for fourth degree unknown, and so on, 
adequatione for equation, and questione for problem. Phrases to indicate addition 
and subtraction are obvious; e.g., censo e cosa vgual a numero and quella somma 
minus lotra mitade. Multiplication always shows the same verb, moltiplichare. 
But the accompanying preposition may be in (e.g., lo quell0 Q moltiplicha in si 
medemo), per (e.g., moltiplica [sic] luna per laltra), or via (e.g., moltiplica A via 10 
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minus A). Division is a partition of a quantity into so many parts, using per or in 
without distinction; e.g., partire la quantitade deli C per 4 (that is, x2/4) and 
partire li C mentoadi Rx in quella moltiplicatione. Fractions appear regularly as 
we write them today; e.g., 4. But strangely and just occasionally, the fractional 
form represents constant or variable, such as # for 72, i for x, and $ for x2. Usually 
however C stands alone, as does C, meaning x and x2. Roots of numbers are 
signaled by Rx; e.g., RxC is &. There are no symbols for plus and minus; the 
conjunction e represents the former and the contraction mij the latter. 
Most interesting is a note appended to the conclusion of the tract on the 194 
equations, on folio 121r. It is about “nothing”: 
E nota the selte auenisse C e numeri da vna parte vgual a niente coma po essere alchuna 
adequatione per molti traxi the auene digando the in molti sia deferentia ouer oltre case debi 
trar li numeri di caschauna dele parte et aueray C vgual a niente minus numero the tu debi 
pat-tire lo numero the minus per la quantitade dele C. E quelIo chene viene tanto Sara debita la 
C ponamo chelte venisse 6 e # vgual a niente parti 15 per 5 elne viene 3 e tanto Sara debita la 
cosa. 
The phrase C e numeri de vna parte vgual a niente in the first line of the foregoing 
is equivalent to x + b = 0, surely a most unusual thought. The idea of setting an 
equation equal to zero did not become current until the early 17th century. It may 
be that Dardi deserves credit for broaching the concept of negative numbers, as 
seen in the fifth line C vgual a nienfe minus numero. This note does conclude both 
the Siena and Asbumham copies of Dardi’s algebra [Van Egmond 1980, 189, 921. 
FINZI’S EXEMPLAR (?) 
The most intriguing characteristic of the algebra text is the plethora of Hebrew 
notes. As observed above, there are thirty-five marginal additions written in a 
Mediterranean hand, for a total of some 825 words; and the chapter numbers in 
the summary of the 194 types of equations were rewritten in Hebrew. All the notes 
are mathematical in content. Either they merely note the contents of a section or 
they synthesize the contents [2]. Interest is added to the foregoing observations by 
what Finzi wrote, early in his translation (English translation in [Van Egmond 
1983, 4201): 
This book was translated from another book first written on 9 November 1344 in the Christian 
reckoning, and afterward they (sic) began to write it, Yakomo d’Ierushali da Litovilana, who 
lives in the city of Mantua on the road of the Unicorn close to the holy S. Bymaby, on 
Saturday, 3 May 5229 [= 1469 C.E.], in which were kept many books of value in arithmetic as 
we can see throughout this book. I, Mordecai Finzi, began to translate it here in Mantua from 
the Christian [language] to Hebrew for the benefit of our people on Wednesday, 24 November 
[5]234 [= 1473 C.E.] in the era of the creation, and I trust in God that I will not stumble. 
This pericope is remarkable for two reasons. The first half reflects our scribe’s 
introduction to Dardi’s text on f. 8v, which I quote above. In fact Finzi’s state- 
ment assisted in identifying some of the words obliterated in the Italian manu- 
script. Second, critical dates in Finzi’s comment differ from those in the scribe’s 
account. Where Finzi has the original Dardi text written on November 9, our 
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scribe clearly wrote “6 de Nouembre.” And where the scribe noted “1429” as the 
year in which he wrote, Finzi used the Hebrew equivalent of “5229,” which is 
rendered 1469 in the Christian era. Nonetheless, in a letter to me Van Egmond 
[1984] remarked, “. . . your description of the manuscript corresponds to the 
Hebrew copy in every detail I am currently able to compare.” Hence, a close 
comparison of the Hebrew marginal notes in this copy with known autographs of 
Mordecai Finzi ought to answer the question, “Did Finzi use the Arizona State 
copy of Dardi’s text as the exemplar for his own translation into Hebrew?” 
NOTES 
I. For convenience of typesetting, I transcribed the letter C under which a cursive z is sometimes 
found as C, and R with a diagonal through the right descender as Rx. 
2. My thanks to Shimeon Brisman, Hebrew Specialist of the Research Library, University of 
California at Los Angeles, for his critical assistance in analyzing the Hebrew marginalia. 
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